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MARKET YOUR 
MESSAGE

Say it clearly and get it out 
into the world



1.  Shape Your Visual Brand

Your personal brand is the experience people have with
you and all you put out there.  It's a symbolic expression
of who you are and the work you do.  There's a lot more
to it, but first, let's start with the visuals.

In this module:

Shape your visual brand 
Get clear on the experience you desire your
following to have with you and your brand 
Choose a marketing strategy

1.  Choose between 1-2 colors.  These colors have to
resonate with you, which is why it's really important to
know yourself at a deep level.  However, different colors
also cause different emotional reactions such as calm,
energy, power, etc.   



2.  Choose 2 fonts.  One masculine (script or blocky) and
one feminine (flowy).  Use these two fonts AND ONLY
THESE TWO FONTS interchangeably. 
Uue mostly the masculine font because it's much easier to
read and use your feminine font for highlights.  You may
play with lower and uppercase within a font, but make sure
it's the same font.  (see cover of this module or any of my
pages online).   
 
3.  Plan your photos accordingly.  You don't have to spend
thousands or even hundreds on a fancy photoshoot
anymore.  Find someone with an iPhone X and have them
shoot some pics of you in "portrait mode." These pictures
look professional and they're free.  BUT!!!!!! Plan the colors,
scenery and your makeup and accessories accordingly to
match your visual theme.   
 



Now let's talk about energy and the feeling people have
when them come to you. 
 
You've already established now your colors and fonts.  As
far as pictures, you need to showcase the EMOTION you
want to portray.  Is it confidence, power, love, compassion,
spirituality, connection?  Show that emotion time and time
again in your photos and videos. 
 
Here is where your message ties into your brand.  The way
you communicate what you do (Module 3) is key.  Make
sure your words match the emotion in your pictures, colors
and fonts.  Everything in your brand needs to tie together,
and most importantly, it needs to showcase YOU! 
 
Remember, have your  message focus on where they
are/their pain point (Point A) Where you are and where they
desire to be (Point Z), that you relate and that you can help
them bridge that gap.

2. Get Clear on the Experience You Desire 

Your Followers To Have



There are really 2 options. 
1. Free Blanket Marketing 
2. Paid Strategy Marketing 
 
I advocate for #1 if you're just starting out, testing the
waters and on your process of getting clear.  It is a lot of
work but you can most definitely get clients this way.  I don't
advocate staying here for longer than necessary.  As soon
as you're ready to express expert status energetically,
you're clear on your message and your visual branding
looks awesome, jump to #2 fast. 
 

3.  Choose Your Marketing Strategy

Free Blanket Marketing

This requires you to use all the free platforms possible. No,
it isn't targeted, but you're just testing out the coaching
grounds on and offline.  Below is a list of ways to market
this way. 
 
 



Post on your personal page several times each day. 
(Story posts, lifestyle and quotes)
Post on Instagram and Facebook (You're doing enough
already, so unless you're speaking to people in
corporate (LinkedIn) don't start off on all the platforms.
You'll burn yourself out. 
Start a Facebook Group and invite friends. DON'T ADD
THEM!!!
Post value in other people's Facebook Groups and
mostly interact with people.  This is a great way to get
known, but group admins are very picky and get grouchy
about spammy posts or pitches.  Follow the group rules.
Put your offer on your cover photo so in 3 seconds or
less people know exactly what you do and who it's for.
Invite people to do target market interviews.  (I got my
first client through a target market interview). 
Go to local networking events.
Show Up.
Ask for referrals.
Interact online. Ask questions. Give value. Share. Make
friends.



When you're ready, come on over to rea internet marketing! 
The realm of paid strategy marketing is huge and requires
full courses in and of itself.  Here I'm going to give you a
snap-shot of how to get started.

Paid Strategy Marketing

Before you get into ad spend, have your strategy
mapped out.
1st, plan it out backwards.  What's the main pain point
and desire again?  Use that to plan out a LOW-END
offer (between $7 and $497) You can thinnk about
upsells into bigger packages later. Plan out your
package, what they'll get, how long, features and
benefits and how much it costs.
2nd, plan out your free gift.  Make it juicy enough that
they will want it for sure!How will they come to you and
gain value from you so that you can lead them to buying
your package?
3rd, What is the headline on your post, FB ad or opt-in
page that will get their attention enough to exchange
their name and email?



Plan all this out and get it set up with different software that
works for you.  Building a propper machine takes time, and
know that you'll tweak when something doesn't work.  It's
not set in stone.  Also, did you do your market research?
Use language that others are saying in your packages,
copy and headlines.   
 
Again, this is a very short snapshot, as internet marketing is
a monstrous subject.  If you're ready for this, look into a
package with me or another coach who can teach and
guide you through the process, and study it as you build.

You're not alone

I wish to close to reinforcing that you do have support.  If
you feel overwhelmed, stuck or lost, relax.  This is all a
huge process, and it's not meant to be a solo journey. 
Please reach out to me via private message, follow me on
my biz page Lynn Hudorovich and stay close.  It is my
intent to guide you through every strategy, system set-up,
messaging tweak and mindset shift that comes up for you.


